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series AC motor soft starter is new type 
starting equipment with advanced features. This equipment 
designed and manufactured by the technique of power
electronics microprocessor and modern control theory. Its
can limit the start current efficiently when the asynchronous 
motor starts.

SSN and SSA 

Robust & Reliable 

TerminalsTerminals

Power supply

RS485

4-20mA

SSN without it

220VAC

2 wires controls free stop

2 wires controls free stop

Contactor
SSA without it

Bypass Contactor

SSA without it
Control Terminals

Fault Output 

Programming
Output

Basic FunctionBasic Function

capacity of power distribution and the 
investment cost

Reduce the start stress; prolong the 
operation lifetime of the motor and 
correspond equipment.

Reduce the starting current of motor,

Smooth and steady starting and soft
stopping; The Water hammer and surge 
can be avoid.

Several sorts of starting mode, wide range
setting of the current and voltage. It can
be used in a lot of load conditions, so the
technic can be improved

Perfect and reliable protection; The safe-
guard of the motor and relative device
can be achieved effectively.

It can be used in the state in which motor
should star and stop frequently.

Technical FeaturesTechnical Features

Powerfull load characteristics. 

The higher performance microprocessor 
and software are used, so the control circuit
is simplified. The best perform speed can

Various Operating Voltage AC 380-1140; 

circuit parameters

The modularization structure and up-in-
down-out wiring mode are adopted. It is 
easy to used and integrated.

Multi-Protection saving reduced cost and 
circuit has simplified.

Analog output 4-20mA;

gained without the adjustment of the 

ModelModel ApmApm kWkW
SSN (A)-015-3

SSN (A)-022-3
SSN (A)-030-3
SSN (A)-037-3

SSN (A)-045-3

SSN (A)-055-3
SSN (A)-075-3
SSN (A)-090-3
SSN (A)-110-3
SSN (A)-132-3

SSN (A)-160-3
SSN (A)-187-3

SSN (A)-200-3
SSN (A)-250-3
SSN (A)-280-3
SSN (A)-320-3
SSN (A)-400-3
SSN (A)-450-3
SSN (A)-500-3
SSN (A)-600-3

30

45
60
75

90

110
150
180
220
260

320
375

400
480
550
620
800
900

1000
1200

15

22
30
37

45

55
75
90
110
132

160
187

200
250
280
320
400
450
500
600

ConnectionConnection

Modbus RS485 Buit-in  SSA series
( SSN without it)

Remove Keypad LCD, easy to Setup
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DimensionDimension

W4x6d1x6
dx4

W3

W1
W2

D2

D

D4

D1

SSA series Soft Starter

LCD Keypad

d1x24
dx4

SSN series Soft Starter


